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We manage 
WordPress Shops
That do millions of dollars a year in revenue.



And we’ve learned a 
lot from doing so.
Fending off attackers, serving thousands of users a day, 
and constantly chasing faster performance.



Let’s
dive in.



Lesson 1:
Sites Often Launch
Haphazardly



It’s gotta go live by 
[insert deadline 
here]”

“



And we do whatever 
it takes to do that.
Site managers, marketing people, and developers alike.



Let’s change 
everything.”

“



And we do whatever 
it takes to do that as 
well.



This leads to 
inefficient coding.
Inefficient AJAX scripts, bloated PHP functions.



This leads to 
bloated assets.
Gigantic images, CSS files, scripts.



This leads to 
Plugin dependance.
Pandora’s Box of unknown challenges and issues.



And a false sense of 
security on Staging.
With small groups of users and testing.



Lesson 2:
Things Break in the 
Blink of an Eye



There’s nothing like 
a site launch for 
everything to break.



Or the middle of the 
morning when 
you’re making coffee



Or a new program/
campaign launch.



Or, ya know, a 
foreign or domestic 
attack.



Downtime is 
someone’s fault.
The developer, the hosting server, the web manager.



Downtime 
equals money.
Prospects and man-hours to fix it.



Lesson 3:
If They Break, They’ll 
Take a While to Fix



It broke because 
something’s wrong.



It takes time & 
experimentation to 
uncover the root.



And things might 
break as you’re 
looking for the root.



Do It Right the 
First time.



Here’s How



Lesson 4:
Spend Time & Money 
on Website Hosting



You get what 
you pay for.
Like anything in life.



Serious traffic has 
serious needs.
Out-of-box plans hardly cut it. Be open about it.



Even the best hosts 
may need to quote 
custom plans.



Ask about SLAs.
Service-level agreements.



Ask about DDOS 
Protection.
Even the best hosts might not provide it by default.



Care about your 
ability to Scale.
What happens if you’re an overnight success?



Shared servers 
can bring down 
everything.
Uh oh city, USA.



Lesson 5:
Spend Time & Money 
on Security



As you scale, so do 
the bad guys.
They bring sites down for fun.



A Distributed Denial 
of Service (DDoS) is 
easy to do.
And completely catastrophic. 



Pass traffic through 
a proxy. It’s easy, too.
Cloudflare, Sucuri, Global Edge Security®



Mandate complex 
passwords.
There are Plugins and PHP snippets.



Lockdown login 
access by IP.
Offices, remote hotspots. 



Lesson 6:
Be Obsessed with 
Code Quality



Beware of 
WordPress Plugins.
Some may have unexpected performance & security flaws.



Minimize Plugins as 
much as possible.
Plugins are built for the greatest common denominator.



Embrace the 
proven Plugins.
We’re talking mainstream, baby. Ex: WooCommerce.



Go for tailor-
made websites.
They usually only do what they need.
Pre-bought themes try to do everything.



Code should be built 
for masses.
Again, what happens if you’re an overnight success?



Beware the almighty 
Ajax Request.
If they’re bloated, they will take down your server.



If something’s 
dynamic, think 
ahead.
Use on-page JSON for access & efficiency.



Beware the almighty 
SQL query.
If they’re bloated, they’ll take down the server faster.



And never use 
order-by => ‘Rand’
Find creative solutions to mimic the same functionality.



Lesson 7:
Everything Needs 
Cached.



Caching stores files 
on the user’s side.
Which means they won’t request it again.



A site without 
caching will break 2x 
faster than one with.



Caching can slow 
down malevolent 
forces.



Caching helps
your server.



Caching makes your 
website faster.



Use a Content Delivery 
Network (CDN)
It’s a worldwide system of proactive caching.



Lesson 8:
Minimalism is the 
Guiding Philosophy



Do everything 
possible to minimize 
database calls.
Be creative and innovative about consolidating calls.



Minimize HTML, 
Scripts, CSS, etc.



Minimize asset 
file sizes.
Optimize images consistency. Use SVGs where possible.



Pages should only 
call what they need 
to do what they do.
Object-oriented programming! 



Questions?
ben@builtbytophat.com



Thank you! 
And best of luck.


